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Code and received a certificate of approval from the National Council. The heat on this block has the NB and HLW brands. RCalifornia Proposition 65 lists chemicals known to the state that cause cancer, birth defects, death, serious illness or other reproductive injuries. This product may contain such substances, be their origin from the burning of fuel (gas, oil) or components of the product itself. Page 312 VB Series Indoor LS Guide Codes Bug Rinnai water heater has the ability to check
your own work continuously. If a malfunction occurs, the error code flashes on the temperature controller display. This helps diagnose a malfunction and can allow you to overcome the problem without calling the service. Please identify the code that is displayed when the service question is asked. Code Fault Remedy 02 No burner work during the Freeze Protection Service Call 03 Power outages while filling the bath (Water will not leak flow Power return). Turn off all hot water taps.
Click ON/OFF twice. 10 Air deliveries or exhaust blockages Ensure Rinnai-approved ventilation materials are currently in use. Make sure that nothing blocks the entrance of the chimney or exhaust. Check all ventilation components for the right connections. Make sure the length of the ventilation is within. Make sure the condensed collar has been fitted correctly. Check the drop switches are installed properly. Check the fan for a lock. 11 No ignition Make sure the gas is turned on on the
water heater, gas meter, or cylinder. Make sure the type of gas and pressure is correct. Make sure the gas line, meter and/or regulator is properly sized. Bleeding all the air from the gas lines. Check the drop switches are installed properly. Make sure the device is properly grounded. Turn off the ™ or MSA controls to isolate the issue. Make sure the ignition works. Check the ignition wiring to use for damage. Check the gas salt valves for open or short circuits. Remove the lid of the burner
and make sure that all the burners sit properly. Remove the burner stove and inspect the surface of the burner for condensation or debris. 12 Fire failure Make sure the gas is turned on on the water heater and gas meter. Check for obstacles in the chimney socket. Make sure the gas line, meter and/or regulator is properly sized. Make sure the type of gas and pressure is correct. Bleeding all the air from the gas lines. Make sure that a proper Rinnai ventilation material has been installed.
Make sure the condensed collar has been installed properly. Make sure the length of the ventilation is within. Check the drop switches are installed properly. Make sure the device is properly grounded. Turn off the keyboard. Turn off the ™ or MSA controls to isolate the issue. Check the power source for free connections. Check the power source for proper voltage and voltage swings. Make sure the wire of the flame rod is plugged in. Check the rod flame to build up the carbon. Turn off
and reconnect all transactions on the PC block and board. Check dc shorts on the components. Check the gas salt valves for open or short circuits. Remove the burner stove and inspect the surface of the burner for condensation or debris. Check the ground wire for the PC board. Some of the checks below may need to be made a qualified service professional. Call a maintenance professional for any remedy that includes gas or electricity. Call a specialist If you have any doubts or
reservations about executing the remedy yourself. WARNING Page 4 - Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable vapors and liquids in close proximity to this or any other appliance. - WHAT to do if you SMELL GAS - Don't try to light any appliance. Do not touch any electric switch; Don't use the phone in your building. Call the gas supplier immediately from your neighbor's phone. Follow the gas supplier's instructions. If you are unable to contact the gas supplier, call the fire
department. Installation and maintenance must be carried out by a qualified installer, service agency or gas supplier. Operation and installation INSTALLER: Leave this guide with the device. CONSUMER: Save this guide for future help. Content table........................ 2 Consumer safety information ... 4 Operating instructions............... 6 Service.............................. 11 error codes................................... 12 Installation instructions........... 16 Consumer support..................... 44 French
version....................... 47 RL75i .................. REU-VB2528FFUD-US RL94i .................. REU-VB2735FFUD-US R98LSi ................ REU-VA3237FFU-US R98LSi-ASME .... REU-VA3237FFU-ASME Direct Vent Tankless Water Heater FOR INDOOR APPLICATIONS ONLY Register your product by phone www.rinnairegistration.com or call 1-866-RINNAI1 (746-6241) ANS No21.10.3 - CSA 4.3 If the information in these instructions is not accurately complied with, fire or explosion can cause
property damage, personal injury or death. WARNING VB Series (RL75i, and RL94i) are certified for installation in manufactured (mobile) homes. Page 510 VB Series Indoor LS Guide To Settings the Controller to disable to eliminate the beeps at the key press or turn on the beeps back, press and hold both buttons ▲ and until the beep is heard (approximately 5 seconds). Models MC-91 and MCC-91 Using Water Smart/Bath Filling feature Installing clocks MC-100V Click function twice
for 10 seconds to set the watch. Click on the ▲ or button to reach the desired time. The clock on the BC-100V automatically shows the time that was set on the MC-100V. Filling Pipe 1. Click Water Smart / Bath Fill once. The button will illuminate, and the tone will sound. 2. Voice request will announce: Hot water system is ready. Open the hot water tap. Make sure the amount of water is set. Link to the water volume installation on the previous page. Open the hot water faucet. The In
usage indicator will be illuminated on the MC-100V and BC-100V controllers. Hot water will start flowing. 3. When a predetermined volume of water was produced then 4. Turn off the hot water tap and press the bath filling button. The water heater will not allow hot water to flow from any source until the Water Smart/Bath Fill button is pressed. The light button will come out. HOTCOLDON! To stop filling the tub before it finishes to stop the flow of water during the bath filling function, click
the Water Smart/Bath Fill button. The button will flash, and the voice request will announce: Hot water is not available. Turn off all hot water taps and press the Bath Filling button. Follow the voice hint instructions. NOTE: the flow of water will stop, the Water Smart / Bath Fill button will hang (tone will sound voice hint The bathtub is complete. Turn off the bath with the hot water tap and press the bath filling button. When other cranes are open during time Bath filling function, any hot water
flowing elsewhere, subtract from the total amount of water for the bath. For example, if the bath filling function is installed at 50 gallons and 5 gallons of hot water is used elsewhere during the filling period, the bathtub will fill with only 45 gallons. LOOK OUT FOR HOTCOLDON! The MC-91 In Use does not light up while the bath fill function is running. NOTICE Page 6 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 11 WARNING Turn off the power supply, manual gas valve and manual water control valve
when maintaining the device. Repairs and maintenance must be performed by a qualified service professional. The device must be inspected annually by a qualified service professional. Check the proper work after maintenance. Cleaning is essential to ensure that the control compartments, burners and circulating air passages of the device are clean. Clean as follows: 1. Turn off and cut off the electricity. Allow to cool down. 2. Close the water by disabling the valves. Remove and clean
the water intake filter. 3. Remove the front panel by removing 4 screws. 4. Use air under pressure to remove dust from the main burner, heat heater, and fan blades. Do not use damp cloth or spray cleaners on the burner. Do not use volatile substances such as benzene and thinners. They can ignite or disappear the paint. 5. Use a soft dry cloth to wipe the cupboard. The Vent System ventilation system must be inspected at least annually for debris or damage. Motors motors are
constantly lubricated and do not need periodic lubricant. Keep the fan and engine free of dust and dirt by cleaning annually. Temperature Controller Use a soft damp cloth to clean the temperature controller. Do not use solvents. Lime/Scale If you get an LC error code, refer to the procedure, Flushing the heat heater. Check the water quality section to see if your water needs to be treated or conditioned. (When you check the history of the 00 service code, it's replaced with LC.) A visual
inspection of the flame burner should evenly flame across the surface when working properly. The flames should burn with clear, blue, stable flames. See the breakdown of the burner parts for the location of the view ports. The pattern of flame should be, as shown in the pictures below. Accumulation of snow Keep the area around the chimney terminal without snow and ice. The device will not function properly if the air or exhaust gases are obstructed (blocked or partially blocked) by
obstacles. Service Page 7 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 13 Fault Code 16 Over Temperature Warning Check for restrictions in airflow around the unit and ventilation terminal. Check for low water flow system that causes short cycling. Check foreign materials in the combustion chamber and/or exhaust pipes. Check for clogged heat exchange heat exchange heat exchange heat exchange heat exchange 32 Outgoing water temperature sensor Check the sensor wiring for damage. To
measure the stability of the sensor. A clean scale-building sensor. Replace the sensor. 33 Heat Detector Outgoing Temperature Sensor Checking a faulty wiring sensor for damage. To measure the stability of the sensor. A clean scale-building sensor. Replace the sensor. 34 Check the fault of the combustion air temperature sensor for restrictions in the air flow around the unit and ventilation terminal. Check the sensor wiring for damage. To measure the stability of the sensor. A clean
scale-building sensor. Make sure the blade of the fan is tight on the engine shaft and is in good condition. Replace the sensor. 52 Modulation Solenoid Valve Signal Abnormal gas modulation check solenoid valve wiring to use for free or damaged terminals. Measure the resistance of the valve coil. 61 Burning Fan Failure To Ensure the fan will turn loose. Check the wiring used for the engine for damaged and/or free connections. Measure the engine winding resistance. 65 Water Flow
Management Faulty Water Flow Control Valve failed to close during the bath filling function. Turn off the water immediately and stop filling the bathtub. Contact a qualified or licensed state contractor to maintain the appliance. 71 Solenoid Valve Circuit Fault replaces the computer board. 72 Flame sensing malfunction device ensure flame rod touching flames when unit fires. Check all the wiring of the rod flame for damage. Remove the rod flame and check for carbon accumulation; clean
with sand paper. Check inside the burner chamber for any foreign material blocking the flame on the flame rod. Measure the output of the microamper of the sensor chain with real flame. Replace the fiery rod. LC Scale Build-up in Heat Exchanger (when you check the history of the 00 service code is replaced by LC) Flash heat exchanger. Check out the instructions in the guide. Replace the heat. NOTE: The LC code is the only error code that will allow the unit to continue working. The
display will alternate between the LC code and the temperature. The controller will continue to honk. The LC code will be reset if the power is off and then turned on. There is no code Nothing happens when the water flow is activated. Clean water filter. At the new installations to provide hot and cold water lines are not abolished. Check to see if there's any bleeding. Isolate the block from the building by turning off the cold water line to the building. Isolate the circulating system, if any.
Open the collapse valve; If the water is flowing, there is bleeding in your plumbing. Make sure you have at least the minimum flow speed required for the fire station. Make sure the turbine rotates freely. resistance to the water flow control sensor. Check dc shorts on the components. 31 Sensor burner Error Measure Resistance Sensor. Replace the sensor. 73 Burner Sensor Circuit Error Check wiring sensor and PC board for damage. Replace the sensor. 14 Heat fuse Check the type of
gas unit and make sure it corresponds to the type of gas used. Check for restrictions on the flow of air around the block and the ventilation terminal. Check for a low low flow in a circulating system that causes short cycling. Make sure the dive switches are set in the right position. Check foreign materials in the combustion chamber and/or exhaust pipes. Check the heat for cracks and/or disconnections. Check the surface of the heat in hot spots that indicate a blockage due to the build-up
of scale. Check out the instructions in the guide for flushing the heat. Measure the stability of the safety chain. Make sure the high fire and low fire pressure are manifold correctly. Check for an inappropriate product conversion. Page 8 VB Series Indoor LS Error Codes Guide 3 Rinnai Specs is constantly updating and improving products. Thus, the specifications can be changed without notice. The maximum gas pressure in the entrance should not exceed the value specified by the
manufacturer. The minimum value listed for input adjustment purposes. Model RL75i RL94i R98LSi R98LSi-ASME Minimum Gas Consumption Btu/h 9,900 (NG) 10,300 (LPG) 19,000 Maximum Gas Consumption Btu/h 180,000 199,000 (NG) 190,000 (LP) 237,000 Hot water capacity (Min - Max) * 0.4 - 7.5 GPM (1.5 - 28.5 L/min) 0.4 - 9.4 GPM (1.5 - 35.5 L/min) 0.6 - 9.8 GPM (2.4 - 37 L/min) Hot water capacity (45°F rise) 6.6 GPM (25.0 L/min) 7.1 GPM (27.0 L/min) 8.5 GPM (32.2 L/min)
Default Temperature Setting (no controller) 120º F (49º C) Temperature Controller Default Setting 104º F (40º C) Maximum Temp Setting (commercial **) 160º F (71º C) 185º F (85º C) Maximum Temp Setting (residential) see Temperature Ranges for more information Selectable at 120º F (49º C) or at 140º F (60º C) 140º F (60º C) Minimum Temperature Setting 98º F (37º C) Weight 51 lb (23 kg) 53 lb (24 kg) 55 lb (25 kg) Efficiency Thermal Efficiency : 84.0% Noise Level 49 dB Electric
Consumption Normal 76 W 83 W 99 W Standby 2 W Anti-frost Protection 184 W 116 W By-Pass Control Fixed Electronic Minimum Gas Supply Pressure Natural Gas 5.0 inch W.C. Propane 8.0 inches W.C. Maximum natural gas pressure 10.5 inches W.C. Propane 13.5 inches W.C. Type of Direct Vent instrument, the temperature is controlled by the continuous flow of gas hot water system. Operation with or without a remote control, installed in the kitchen, bathroom, etc. Approved type
of natural gas or propane - Make sure the unit corresponds to the type of gas supplied at the Power Connection installation: 3/4 MNPT, Cold Water Entry: 3/4 MNPT, Hot Water Exit: 3/4 MNPT Direct Ignition System Electronic Ignition Electrical Compounds Device: AC 120 Volt, 60 Hz. Remote Control: DC 12 Volt (Digital) Water Temperature Simulation Feedfor. Water pressure Minimum water pressure: 20 PSI (Recommended 30-80 PSI for maximum maximum water pressure 150 PSI
Cable control non-polarized two main cables (minimum 22 AWG) Energy Star Skilled Yes Yes Yes No (not applicable) Certified for installation in manufactured (mobile) homes Yes No No No No Factor: 0.82 - The minimum flow may vary slightly depending on the temperature and temperature of the water. - for commercial and hydron applications requiring higher temperatures Page 9 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 23 Pressure Relief Valve3/4 Ball Valve3/4 UnionCheck ValveSPressure
Regulator circulating PumpSolenoid ValveBoiler Drain ValveKEYGasSupplyMinimum3 /4ColdWaterSupplyLineMinimum 3/4 Hot WaterSupply LineS1/2 Minimum usually OpenSolenoid Valve3/4 Minimum normally closed Salt ValveRoute on the floor DrainVacuumBreakerNOTE: ALL pipes and fittings, shown below the dotted line, must be located inside a house or building. NOTE: Heat trail ALL plumbing and fittings located on the shore of the house (attic, space scanning) or construction
structure. (All water pipes and fittings are shown on the dotted line in the picture.) RinnaiWater Heater3/4GasConnectionS The vacuum switch line should be located on the side of the building structure. It's not an engineering drawing. It is intended only as a guide, not as a replacement for professionally designed draft drawings. This redrawing is not intended to describe the complete system. The subcontractor/engineer must determine the necessary components of the iconfiguration of a
particular installed system. This drawing does not imply compliance with the local requirements of the building code. The contractor/engineer is required to ensure that the installation is not comscripted by all local building codes. Confer with local buildingofficials before installation. The freeze protection guarantee does not cover the damage due to freezing. In the event of a power failure at temperatures below zero, the water heater must be drained from the entire water to prevent
damage from freezing. The device can be drained manually. However, Rinnai strongly recommends that to drain the salt-like valves will be installed that will automatically deplete the device if power is lost. Rinnai also recommends installing a jump protector with terminals that allows solenoid valves to work if the device is disabled due to an error code. When the electric water heater fails, 3/4 of the salt-shaped valve closes (stop the flow of water into the heater) and 1/2 of the salt-shaped
valve opens (allows the water heater and associated drain pipes to drain. NOTICE Page 1022 VB Series Indoor LS Guide If the water heater will not be used during possible frosty weather, it is recommended that the water inside the water heater be drained. Freeze the Guide to drain protection water heater WARNING To avoid burns, wait until the equipment cools down before draining the water. The water in the appliance will remain hot it's off. For manual draining: 1. Turn off cold water
and gas supply. 2. Turn off the temperature controller. 3. Turn off the water heater. 4. Open the hot water drain connector on the hot socket. 5. Remove the water filter to drain the cold water. To resume normal operation: 1. Confirm that all water draining tubes have been removed, that the gas supply is off, and that all taps are closed. 2. Screw in a hot water drain fork. 3. Screw in a water filter in cold water entrance. 4. Open the cold water supply. 5. Open the faucet and confirm that the
water is flowing and then close. 6. Turn on the power. 7. Confirming that the temperature controller is off, turn on the gas supply. 8. Turn on the temperature controller. Running a small amount of water through a water heater to prevent freezing if the temperature exceeds the water heater's ability to freeze to protect itself, or if power is lost, the next steps can prevent the water heater and external piping from freezing. (Units associated with MSA or ECEMEN should be drained to prevent
freezing if they are not in use.) 1. Turn off the water heater. 2. Close the gas valve. 3. Reduce the flow to about 0.1 gal/min or where the flow is about 0.2 inches thick. When the water heater or external pipelines froze 1. Do not exponate the water heater if it or the external pipelines are frozen. 2. Close the gas and water valves and turn off the power. 3. Wait until the water thaws. Check by opening the water valve. 4. Check the water heater and pipelines for leaks. HOTCOLDON!0.1
gal/min or about 0.2 inches thick - Use a wrench or other tool to unscrew the hot water drain plug. Water Filter Hot Water Outlet Hot Water Drainage Fork - Cold Water Entry If the insulation kit is installed, remove the drain lids on both insulating valves and open both valves over the lids (blue and red valve handles). If the insulation kit has been used to drain the device, replace the drain lids and close both insulation valves (blue and red valve handles). Page 11 VB Series Indoor LS Guide
21 - Manual water control valve must be placed in the water entering the compound with the Rinnai water heater before it is connected to the water line. Unions can be used on both hot and cold water lines for future maintenance and power outages. Pipelines (including soldering materials) and components connected to the device must be approved for use in drinking water systems. Clear the water line to remove all debris and air. Debris will damage the Rinnai water heater. Toxic
chemicals, such as those used to purify boiler water, should not be injected into drinking water used to heat the premises. If the device is used as a drinking water, it should not be connected to a system that was previously used with an unpotated water heater. Make sure the water filter on the Rinnai water heater is clean and installed. Approved pressure pressure The valve is required by the American National Standard (ANSI No.21.10.3) / Canadian Standard (CSA 4.3) for all water
heating systems, and should be available for maintenance. The discharge valve must meet the standard for reset valves and automatic gas shutdown devices for ANSI No21.22 hot water systems and/or standard temperature, pressure, temperature and pressure valves and vacuum pressure valves, CAN1-4.4. The relief valve should be estimated at up to 150 psi and at least up to the maximum BTU/hr of the device. The discharge from the pressure valve should be pipes on the ground
or into the drainage system to prevent exposure or possible dangers of burns to humans or other plants or animals. Follow the local codes. Water discharged from the relief valve can cause severe burns instantly, scalding or death. The pressure valve must be manually administered once a year to check the correct operation. In accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, the reset valve must be added to the hot water line and near the hot water outlet. DO NOT develop any other
valve type or turn off the device between the relief valve and the water heater. Do not plug in the relief valve or install any reduced fittings or other restrictions in the relief line. The relief line should provide a complete drainage of the valve and line. If the reset valve is periodically discharged, this may be due to the thermal expansion of the closed water supply system. Contact your water supplier or your local plumbing inspector about how to fix this situation. Don't plug in the relief valve.
Neither Rinnai nor the American National Standard (ANSI No.21.10.3) / Canadian Standard (CSA 4.3) require a combined temperature and valve to relieve pressure for this device. However, local codes may require a combined temperature and valve to relieve pressure. Pressure Relief Valve Requirements Pipeline Requirements Freezing Protection Features include electrical heating elements. Freezing protection can be disabled if electricity is not supplied, or if there is an error
preventing the water heater from functioning. Loss of protection from freezing can damage water from heat or plumbing rupture. Installation of automatic discharge of salt-shaped valves is optional. However, Rinnay strongly recommends installing these valves to prevent damage from freezing in case normal freezing protection is to become disabled. Any damage caused by the product as a result of the freeze is not covered by the warranty. In addition, the salt-shaped valves must be
connected electrically to the jump tread with the terminals. This allows salt-shaped valves to work if the water heater is disabled due to an error code. the valves and tread jump with terminals are available for purchase in Rinnai. Freezing protection features won't interfere with pipeline pipeline Rinnai recommends heat tracing and insulation of hot and cold water pipes connecting the blocks. The tube coating casings can be packed with insulation for additional freezing protection. With
electric power, Rinnai water heaters will not freeze when the outdoor air temperature is as cold as -22oF (-30oC) for internal models or as cold as -4oF (-20oC) for outdoor models when protected from direct wind impact. Because of the wind-cold effect, any wind or air circulation on the block will reduce its ability to freeze protection. Freeze Protection Page 1220 VB series Indoor LS Manual insulation valves and pressure relief Valve (RL75i and RL94i) Water piping insulation valves
provide the ability to insulate the water heater from the plumbing structure and allow quick access to the flash heat heater. Check with local codes to determine if pressure and temperature valve relief is required. The included valves meet the American National Standard (ANSI No.21.10.3) / Canadian Standard (CSA 4.3) and are approved by ANSI/NSF 61 for drinking water. Instructions for installing insulation valves: 1. Wrap the ends of the threaded water entry and socket on the water
heater tank, as well as the threaded end of the approved pressure relief valve with a minimum of 5 teflon wraps® tape. 2. Screw the pressure valve in 3/4 of the filater opposite the wing handle on the hot water valve. (Red drainage pen) (see Valve's Pressure Relief section for proper installation requirements) 3. Loosen the 3/4 union nut on the hot water valve and connect to a hot water socket on without a water heater. If the nut is removed, make sure you rearrange the tail exactly to the
valve and that the black washer is positioned so that the raised metal edge of the valve is inside the washer. 4. Align the direction of hot water runoff in the right position. 5. Tighten the assembly of the union to the hot water valve using approximately 15 feet of torque. 6. Repeat steps 3-5 for the cold water valve. (BLUE drainage handle) to connect to the COLD water entrance on a water heater without tanks. 7. Connect INLET on the COLD water valve to main source water supply. 8.
Connect the OUTLET on the hot water valve to the HOT WATER plumbing system. 9. Make sure that both handles of the drainage valve lever are in a closed position (perpendicular to the drainage part of the body). Valve Insulation (cold) 107000081 Valve Isolation (Hot) 107000083 Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) 107000085 Valve Aid Pressure Installation Instructions: PRV must be connected by threading link opposite the wing handle on a hot water valve (designated RED drainage
handle) or threaded communication on the side of the relocation installation over the hot water valve. The installation should maintain a 3/4 port size without the valve being disconnected or the line between the line is limited and PRV. The discharge line from the PRV should step down and stop 6 above the drains, where the discharge will be clearly visible. The end of the line discharge should be simple (unreadable) and at least 3/4 in diameter. The discharge line material must be
waterable to at least 180o Fahrenheit and can be no more than 30 feet long and contain no more than 4 elbows or bends. No valve of any type can be installed in the discharge line of the pressure valve. Relief pressure valve maintenance: To properly care for this approved pressure relief valve, it is recommended that the valve works manually once a year. Precautions will be taken to discharge potentially burnt hot water under pressure. Make sure the discharge is there for the flow.
Contact with your body or other property can cause damage or harm. Please note that only the PRV in this package is certified by CSA International as an approved item. Valve Aid Pressure (PRV) B PRV discharge output C Hot Ball valve drainage pen D Cold Ball valve drainage pen B C D Page 13 24 VB Series Indoor LS Guide Recommended Pipelines for Base Installation GasSupply3/ 4 ColdWaterSupplyLine3/4 Water HotlineRinnaiVodokanalToraRinnaiEquipment ListRinnaiWater
HeatersRIK-KIT (optional) (3/4 Fittings Include:2 Trade Unions, 2 ball Valves, 2D Valves and 1 valve to relieve pressure.) TY113/4GasConnectionFor Building FixturesPressure Valve3/4 Ball Valve3/4 UnionCheck ValveSPressure RegulatoryCirculating PumpSolenoid ValveBoiler Drain ValveKEYThis is not a projected pattern. It is intended only as a guide, not as a replacement for professionally designed draft drawings. This redrawing is not intended to describe the complete system.
The subcontractor/engineer must determine the necessary components of the iconfiguration of a particular installed system. This drawing does not imply compliance with the local requirements of the building code. The contractor/engineer is required to ensure that the installation is not comscripted by all local building codes. Confer with local buildingofficials before installation. Why do we provide the Rinnai water heater RL94I water heater guide in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly
convenient and easy to open and read to everyone, whether they have a computer or a Mac. The PDF can be compressed into a file size that is easy to send via email while maintaining the quality of the images. The PDF file can be incredibly secure, as you can customize passwords, digital signatures and even watermarks. PDF allows you to enter many different types of content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks and buttons. Page 144 VB Series Indoor LS Guide
TO WARNING Behavior and Safety Practice - Keep the area around the device clear and free from materials, gasoline and other other vapors and liquids. Any changes to the device or its control can be dangerous and void the warranty. Always check the temperature of the water before entering the shower or bath. Do not use this device if any part has been underwater. Call the service's qualified specialist immediately to inspect the device and replace any part of the control system and
any gas control that has been underwater. Safety Definitions Is a security warning symbol. This symbol alerts you to potential dangers that could kill or harm you and others. Points to an imminently dangerous situation that, if left unavoidable, will result in death or serious injury. Points to a potentially dangerous situation that, if left unavoidable, could lead to death or serious injury. Points to a potentially dangerous situation that, if left unavoidable, can lead to minor or moderate severity. It
can also be used to alert you to unsafe practices. DANGER CAUTION WARNING Consumer Safety Features - Overheating: The device automatically shuts down when the device exceeds a given temperature. Flame failure: The device automatically shuts down if the flame of the burner is not enough. Power failure: The appliance will turn off the gas if it loses power. Power surge fuse: The glass fuse protects against excessive current. If the fuse blows, all the lamp will be turned off. The
Rinnai water heater is one of the most advanced water heaters available. Provides a continuous supply of hot water at a given temperature. This device is a straight vent, where the air is imported from the outside, and the combustion gases are exhausted from the outside. While electricity, water and gas supplies are connected, the Rinnay water heater produces hot water when the hot water tap is open. Ignition is electronic. While the water heater is not in use, pilot light gas is not used.
Installing a temperature controller is highly recommended. The temperature controller can set the temperature in a certain range and can provide error codes to diagnose any problems. The temperature of the outgoing hot water is constantly monitored. The Rinnai water heater can regulate the flow of water to maintain the temperature. The flow of water can vary from summer to winter due to the difference in groundwater temperature. Description of Operation Page 1514 VB series
Indoor LS Shooting Guide to general issues I have no hot water when I open the faucet. Make sure there is gas, water and electricity in the Rinnai water heater (electricity and gas are included Ino. When I used hot water, the water cooled down. If you adjusted the flow from the faucet to reduce it, you may have gone below the minimum flow required. The Rinnai water heater requires a minimum flow speed to work. (See the specification page for the flow speed of your model.) If you're
having trouble setting higher temperatures, Rinnai recommends reducing the setting temperature. Choosing a temperature closer to what is actually used on the faucet will increase the amount of hot water supplied to the faucet, due to less cold water mixing on the fixture. White smoke comes out of the exhaust. In cold weather, when the exhaust temperature is much hotter than the outside air, the exhaust gases condense, producing water vapor. When I open a hot tap, I don't
immediately get hot water. Hot water must travel through the water pipe from the Rinnai water heater to the faucet. The period of time for hot water to reach your device is determined by the amount of water in the water system between the water heater and the fixture, the water pressure, and the speed of the device's flow. After I turn off the tap with hot water, the fan on the Rinnai water heater continues to work. The fan is designed to continue working for a short time after the water flow
stops. This is done to ensure constant water temperatures during a rapid start and stop, as well as exhausting any residual gas chimney products from the block. Consideration of water heater care should include an assessment of water quality. If the water quality exceeds the target levels set in the table, you can treat or condition the water. Source: Part 143 National Rules of Secondary Drinking Water Maximum Level Total Hardness up to 200 mg /L Aluminum - up to 0.2 mg / L chloride
- up to 250 mg / L Copper - up to 1.0 mg / L Iron - up to 0.3 mg / L Manganese 0.... 05 mg/l pH - 6.5 to 8.5 TDS (Total dissolved solids) - up to 500 mg/L zinc - up to 5 mg /L Of operating information to display the latest error codes click and hold the On/Off button for 2 seconds. When you're running the Turn/Turn button, press ▲ button. The last 9 error codes will blink one by one. To get out of this mode, click on/off▲ as before. To display the flow of water through the water heater, press
and hold the ▲ button for 2 seconds and without releasing the ▲ button turn on/off. To display the water temperature press in the socket and hold the I button for 2 seconds and not release the turn on/off button. Models MC-91 and MCC-91 Page 16 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 15 Water Heater Relief Valve3/4 Ball Valve3/4 Union ValveCheckSPressure Regulator circulating PumpSolenoid ValveBoiler drainage The washing of the heat bomb (error code: LC or 00) error code LC or 00
indicates that the device starts lime and should be washed away. Failure to rinse the appliance will damage the heat. The damage caused by the accumulation of lime is not covered by the device's warranty. After flushing, reset the LC malfunction code by disabling the device's power and turning the power back on. 1. Power outage to the water heater. 2. Close the valves shut down on hot and cold water lines (V3 and V4). 3. Connect the pump socket hose (H1) to the cold water line on
the service valve (V2). 4. Connect the drainage hose (H3) to the valve service (V1). 5. Pour 4 gallons of undiluted virgin, food variety, white vinegar in a bucket. 6. Place the drainage hose (H3) and hose (H2) at the pump entrance into the cleaning solution. 7. Open both service valves (V1 and V2) on hot and cold water lines. 8. Work the pump and allow the cleaning solution to circulate through the water heater for 1 hour at a rate of 4 gallons per minute (15.1 liters per minute). 9. Turn off
the pump. 10. Rinse the water heater cleaning solution as follows: a. Remove the loose end of the hose drainage (H3) from the bucket. B. Close the service valve, (V2), and open valve shut down, (V4). Do not disable the valve, (V3). C. Allow water to flow through the water heater for 5 minutes d. Close the service valve (V1) and open the valve shut down (V3). 11. Turn off all hoses. 12. C (V4) closed, remove the filter line on the cold water entrance and clean any residue. Place the filter
back in the block and open (V4). 13. Restoring the water heater's electricity supply. Cleaning solution 4 gallons of undiluted virgin, food class, white vinegar. CLEAN THERMISTORS Remove and clean thermistors with a soft cloth or sponge after removing the O-ring. Page 17 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 5 Temperature Controller MC-91-1US and MCC-91-1US MC-91 controller MC-91 is a standard temperature controller that comes with a water heater. On indoor models, it is integrated
into the front panel. The MCC-91 controller for commercial and hydro use requires higher temperatures. When the MCC-91 controller is connected, these higher temperatures are available on all controller models in the system. Check out the temperature range section. Dimensions (inches): 3.5 W x 4.75 H x 0.75 D TemperatureDisplayPriorityPriorityPriorityButton/OFFButtonIn UseIndicatorTemperatureSelection Why do we provide the Rinnai Water Heater RL94I Water Heater guide in
PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read to everyone, whether they have a computer or a Mac. The PDF can be compressed into a file size that is easy to send via email while maintaining the quality of the images. The PDF file can be incredibly secure, as you can customize passwords, digital signatures and even PDF allows you to enter many different types of content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks and buttons. Page 18 VB
Series Indoor LS Guide 25 Recommended Pipelines for Circulation Pressure Relief System Valve3/4 Ball Valve3/4 UnionCheck ValveSPressure Circulation Regulator PumpSolenoid ValveBoiler Drain ValveKEYMinimum 3/4 Cold Water LineElectric WaterHeaterBuildingFixturesBuilding SupplyExpansTankGasSupply-TY11RinnaiWater HeaterRinnaiEquipment ListRinnaiWater HeatersRIK-KIT (optional) (3/4 Fittings Include:2 Unions, 2 ball Valves, 2 drainage valves and 1 valve for
pressure relief.) 3/4GasConnectionTank water heater, which will be the size to heat the loss of The Loop circulation.For this app: The pump must be controlled by Aqua-stat, timer or combination of Aquastat and Timer.Pump to be the size to maintain the temperature circulationloop. The pump must be the size to overcome the loss of pressure through the waterheater tank, and supply and return plumbing. Link rinnai Hot Water SystemDesign Guide, pump size for Circula-ion.Pump be
made of bronze or stainless-ction. It's not an engineering drawing. It is intended only as a guide, not as a replacement for professionally designed draft drawings. This redrawing is not intended to describe the complete system. The subcontractor/engineer must determine the necessary components of the iconfiguration of a particular installed system. This drawing does not imply compliance with the local requirements of the building code. The contractor/engineer is required to ensure that
the installation is not comscripted by all local building codes. Confer with local buildingofficials before installation. IMPORTANT: Connect the construction line to the hot water line as close as possible to Rinnai WaterHeater.NOTE: For residential and commercial applications, this pipeline organize-ment supports a full warranty. NOTE: For residential and commercial applications, this pipeline arrangement retains a full warranty. Page 1926 VB Series Indoor LS Guide to Venting
Instructions - This water heater is a direct ventilation water heater and is therefore certified and listed with a ventilation system. You must use ventilation components that are certified and listed with a water heater model. Do not combine the ventilation components of different manufacturers. The ventilation system should have air vents directly outside the building and use external air for combustion. The ventilation should be as direct as possible with a minimum number of pipe fittings.
Avoid dips or sagging in horizontal vent runs by installing supports in the manufacturer's instructions for vents. Support for the horizontal vent passes every four feet, and all vertical vents every six feet or according to local codes. The diameter of the ventilation should not be reduced. Do not connect the ventilation system to an existing vent or chimney. Not common vents with a vent pipe another water heater or appliance. The vent compounds should be firmly compressed together, so
that the pads form an airtight seal. RL75i, RL94i: The vent, connected to the water heater, must be fixed by one self-driving propeller. Refer to the instructions of the manufacturer of ventilation systems for instructions on the assembly of components. If the ventilation system is to be closed, it is suggested that the hull design allow inspection of the ventilation system. The design of such a building is considered to be an acceptable installer or local inspector. Condensation formation can
occur at high efficiency of direct ventilation devices. Follow these instructions to prevent condensation damage. Consumption/exhaust guidelines refer to specific instructions on your ventilation product for additional installation requirements. NOTICE SHOULD be made to prevent condensation from entering the water heater. Without proper drainage or removal, the condensate will damage the heat. Do not connect or cover the integrated condensate line. Without proper drainage or
removal, the condensate will damage the water heater. WARNING The condensate trap should be primed before the operation to prevent exhaust fumes from entering the building. NOTE If it becomes necessary to access a closed ventilation system for maintenance or repair, Rinnai is not responsible for any costs or difficulties in accessing the ventilation system. The warranty does not apply to access to a closed ventilation system. Vertical dissolutions should include drain condensation
and traps as close as possible to the appliance. The RL75i and RL94i water heaters have a built-in condensate collector. Rinnay offers a condensation trap. Regions of cold climate will create more condensation in the ventilation system. The condensate collector should be used in cold climates. Use only air vents that are approved and defined as acceptable to your particular model. Do not use PVC, CPVC, ABS or galvanized material to ventilate this device. Tilt the ventilation to the
device in accordance with the instructions for installing ventilation. All condensation must be drained and disposed of in accordance with local codes. Use only PVC or CPVC for the condensate drainage line. - The condensate drainage pipe should be as short as possible and have a downward step. Do not connect the condensate pipe directly to the rain sewer. - The condensate drainage pipe (along its entire length) should be at least the same diameter as the drainage line (3/8 inches
of the NPT). The end of the condensate drainage pipe should be opened to the atmosphere. The end should not be underwater or other substances. Don't connect the condensate line to evaporation of the air vaporizer. To minimize the freezing of condensation, pass the condensate line through the inner wall or between the insulation and interior interior The condensate collector should be used for all hydronical heating applications.Page 206 VB Series Indoor LS Guide Features
available on temperature controllers Operating Instructions Features MC-91 MC-100 DOS-100 MC-502 Call description sends a short series of sound signals to all controllers in the system. It's not a intercom. The hours are 12 a.m./evening hours. (MK-100 should be installed to work hours on BK-100.) The function used on this model to set the volume of the watch or sound. The use indicator indicates that hot water is being supplied (i.e. the hot water tap is open). The ON/OFF button
used to turn the ON or OFF water heater. Energy savings allow the temperature regulator to be in energy-saving mode. The priority button/indicator indicates that this controller sets the temperature. Priority can be switched to another controller by pressing the priority button when the hot water is not working. Sound volume is used to adjust the volume of the voice hint. The temperature display shows the temperature. The thermostat increases or reduces the setting temperature. Water
Smart /Bath Filling Button / Indicator Used to select water Smart / Bath filling function to fill the tub with a predetermined volume of water. The volume of water is used to select the amount of water for the Water Smart/Bath Filling function. McC-91 error codes When a fault is detected, the error flashes on the temperature display on the MC-91, MCC-91 and MC-502 models; and flashes on the watch display on the MC-100 and BC-100 models. The MC-91 temperature controller comes with
RL75, RL94 and R98LS models. Additional features are available with additional controllers. There are several models of temperature controllers that can be purchased separately. Their description, operation and installation are provided in this guide in the case of purchase and installation of additional temperature controllers. Page 2116 VB Series Indoor LS Guide Only properly trained and qualified installers should install this device. The warranty may be voided due to incorrect
installation or installation by an unqualified installer. Rinnai strongly encourages all installers to attend a product knowledge class. For information about the Rinnay training course or for installation questions call 1-800-621-9419. General Instructions - This device must be installed by a government-qualified or licensed contractor. It is the responsibility of a person having a water heater installed to ensure the installation contractor has the proper license and permission to install water
heaters in your location. Rinnai strongly recommends that installers attend a product knowledge class to ensure customer satisfaction and warranty coverage. Non-compliance with state and local codes, to the installations of the water heater, can cancel the warranty. This device should not be installed outdoors. Skilled installer or service technician install the device, check it, and leak check it before using it. The installation must comply with local codes or, in the absence of local codes,
the National Fuel Gas Code, ANSI No223.1/NFPA 54, or the Natural Gas and Propane Installation Code, CSA B149.1. If installed in a manufactured home, the installation must fit the manufactured home design and safety standard, Section 24 CFR, Part 3280 and/or CAN/SCA No. 240 MH Series, Mobile Homes. The device, when installed, must be electrically grounded in accordance with local codes or, in the absence of local codes, with the National Electric Code, ANSI/NFPA 70, or
The Canadian Electric Code, CSA C22.1. The device and its main gas valve device must be disconnected from the gas supply of the pipeline system during any pressure test of this system at test pressure of over 1/2 psi (3.5 kp) (13.84 in W.C.). The device must be insulated from the pipeline's gas supply by closing its individual manual switching valve during any gas pressure testing at test pressure equal to or less than 1/2 psi (3.5 kpa) (13.84 in W.C.). Follow the installation instructions
and those who are in care and maintenance for adequate combustion and ventilation. The device should be located in an area where water leakage from a block or connection will not damage the area adjacent to the device or to the lower floors of the structure. In cases where such places cannot be avoided, it is recommended to install a suitable drainage pan under the device, properly drained. Panning should not limit the flow of combustion air. The flow of fuel and air vents should not
be difficult. The combustion air should not be supplied from the occupied premises. This device is not suitable for use in an app such as a pool or spa heater that uses chemically treated water. (This appliance is suitable for filling large or hot tubs with drinking water.) If the water heater is installed in a closed water supply system, such as a cold water flow prevention system, funds should be provided to control thermal expansion. Contact your water supplier or your local plumbing
inspector about how to control heat expansion. If the gas is overheated or the gas supply is not turned off, turn off the manual gas control valve to the device. - Keep the air intake site free of chemicals such as chlorine or bleach that produce vapors. These pairs can damage components and shorten the lifespan of your device. Contact Rinnai to convert the type of gas. WARNING Don't use spare materials. Use only parts certified with the device. Instructions for installing RL75i..................
RL94i .................. REU-VB2735FFUD-US R98LSi ................ REU-VA3237FFU-US R98LSi-ASME .... РЕУ-ВА3237ФФУ-АСМЕ РЕУ-ВА3237ФФУ-АСМЕ The VB (RL75i and RL94i) series are certified for installation in manufactured (mobile) homes. Page 22 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 17 Gaps from Device 1. Determine the location of the installation and confirm that the installation will be consistent with all the necessary clearances. 2. Securely attach the water heater to the wall using
any of the holes in the wall installation brackets that are at the top and bottom of the water heater. Make sure the strength of the mount is sufficient to support the weight. Check the weight of the water heater in the Specifications section. NOTE: Rinnai water heaters must be installed upright. Do not set upside down or on its side. Attach the water heater wall brackets to the combustible RL75i RL94i RL98LSi RL75i RL94i R98LSi Top of the heater 6 inches (152 mm) 12 inches (305 mm) 2
inches (51 mm) 2 inches (51 mm) Rear heater 0 (zero) 0 (zero) 0 (zero) 0 (zero) Before heater 6 inches (152 mm) 6 inches (152 mm) 6 inches (152 mm) 6 inches (152 mm)) 6 inches (152 mm) Side heater 2 inches (51 mm) 2 inches (51 mm) 1/2 inch (13 mm) 1/2 inch (13 mm) Earth/lower 12 inches (3 12 inches (3 12 inches (305 mm) 12 inches (305 mm) 2 inches (51 mm) Vent 0 (zero) 4 inches 0 (zero) 0 (zero) 4 inches (102 mm) for closed area; 1 inch (26 mm) for unschanged area.
The clearance for maintenance is 24 inches in front of the water heater. : clearance 6 inches (152 mm) in front. 0 inches from the ventilation components and the condensation runoff line. side to the front to the top of the ground / bottom Why do we provide Rinnai water heater RL94I Water heater guide in PDF file format? PDF is incredibly convenient and easy to open and read to everyone, whether they have a computer or a Mac. The PDF can be compressed into a file size that is easy
to send via email while maintaining the quality of the images. The PDF file can be incredibly secure, as you can customize passwords, digital signatures and even watermarks. PDF allows you to enter many different types of content, including images, animations, 3D models, hyperlinks and buttons. Page 23 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 7 How to set the temperature while any hot water is provided, temperature settings can only be adjusted between 98o F and 110o F. NOTICE DANGER
Hot Water can be dangerous, especially for infants or children, elderly or infirm. There is the potential to scald hot water if the thermostat is set too high. A water temperature of more than 125o F (52o C) can lead to severe burns or burns leading to death. Hot water can cause first-degree burns when exposed in as little as 3 seconds at 140o F (60o C) 20 seconds at 130o F (54o C) 8 minutes at 120o F (49o C) Check water temperature before baby in the bath or shower. Do not leave a
child or infirm person in the bath unattended. Temperature controller This water heater will try to provide hot water at the setting temperature, even when the flow of water is varied or when more than 1 faucet is in use. The water heater can only deliver water at one temperature at a time. The available temperatures for this model are below. Model RL75i 98 100 102 104 106 108 110 115 120 125 * 130* 135* 140* 150 ** 160** R98LSi R98LSi-ASME 98 100 102 104 106 108 110 115 120
125 130 135 140 150** 160** 185** Temp in Celsius ºC 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 49 52 54 57 60 66 71 85 Temperature Settings Available (ºF) RL94i 98 100 102 104 106 108 110 115 120 125* 130* 135* 140* 150** 160** 185** Check local codes for the maximum water temperature setting allowed when used in nursing homes, schools, day care centers, and all other public applications. NOTE If a newly installed unit with a controller has not been activated for at least 6 hours, the
temperature will return to the default setting of 104o F (40o C) if power is interrupted. NOTICE There may be a difference between the temperature displayed on the controller temperature and the temperature in the faucet due to weather conditions or the length of the pipe for the water heater. NOTICE 1. If the water heater is off, click ON/OFF to turn it on. Priority can only be changed while hot water is not working. 2. Click the Priority button on the temperature controller. The green
priority light will glow, indicating that this controller controls the temperature and that the Rinnai water heater is ready to supply hot water. 3. Press ▲ buttons or buttons to get the desired setting temperature. All hot water sources can provide water at this temperature until it is changed again with a temperature controller. The old controller, the MC-45, can be installed with the RL75i and RL94i by moving the No.6 switch in a jar of 6 switches in ON. Some temperature parameters will be
slightly different from the above table. Page 24 VB Series Indoor LS Guide 27 Example: If you have one elbow, then your maximum ventilation length is 35 feet (10.7 m). If your actual length exceeds 15 feet (4.6 m), then move the No. 1 (SW1) switch to OFF. The maximum length of Vent 1. Determine the number of 90 degrees of elbows in the ventilation system. (Two 45-degree elbows are considered one elbow at 90 degrees. 2. Check the table to find the maximum length of ventilation
depending on the number of elbows. Follow the applicable note. If you have more ventilation length, the No.1 switch should be in off position. This ensures that the water heater will work properly. Blocked error codes and shutdowns can result if switch No.1 is not in the right position. At RL94i, the maximum water flow capacity will be reduced by about 10% when switching to No 1 1 OFF. NOTICE Number of 90° Elbows 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 41 ft 1 (12.5 m) 35 ft 2 (10.7 m) 29 ft 3 (8.8 m) 23 ft 4
(7.0 m) 17 ft 4 (5.2 m) 11 ft 4 (3.4 m) 5 ft 4 (1.5 m) Notes 1234 1 If the length is greater than 21 ft (6.4 m) then move switch no. 1 (SW1) to OFF. 2 If the length is greater than 15 ft (4.6 m) then move switch no. 1 (SW1) to OFF. 3 If the length is greater than 9 ft (2.7 m) then move switch no. 1 (SW1) to OFF. 4 Move switch no. 1 (SW1) to OFF. Switch No.FOF857643ON12 Why we provide Rinnai Water Heater RL94I Water Heater manual in PDF file format? PDF невероятно удобны и
легко открывать и читать всем, независимо от того, есть ли у них компьютер или Mac. PDF может быть сжат в размер файла, который легко отправить по электронной почте, сохраняя при этом качество изображений. Файл PDF может быть невероятно безопасным, так как вы можете настроить пароли, цифровые подписи и даже водяные знаки. PDF позволяет вводить множество различных типов контента, включая изображения, анимацию, 3D-модели,
гиперссылки и кнопки. Страница 2528 VB Серии Крытый LS Руководство Vent Продукты Производитель Части Риннай / Ubbink Rolux Vent системы Тепло-Fab Saf-T Vent SC системы Металл-Fab Corr / Guard Vent / Воздух Intake System Ссылайтесь на техническую литературу производителя для конкретных номеров частей и инструкций. Перечисленные и проверенные Вент продукты для RL75i ........................... REU-VB2528FFUD-US RL94i ..............................
REU-VB2735FFUD-США Перечисленные и испытанные вентиляционные продукты для производителя продукт прибора Адаптер Вертикальное прекращение Горизонтальное прекращение Горизонтальное концентрическое прекращение Тепло-Fab Saf-T Vent 9401AMTK 5400CI 9492 NA З-Flex З-Вент 2SVSNA04.5 2SVSRCF4 2SVSTPX4 NA ProTech Системы FasNSeal FSAAU4 - FSRC4 - FSBS4 - FSDVPTB04LH - FSDVWT4 Metal-Fab Corr/Guard 4CGOA
4CGSWC 4CGSWMCM 4CG7HT90 4CG7HT регулируемое горизонтальное концентрическое прекращение NA NA FSDVWMTP4LH, FSEDVWMTP4LH NA R98LSi ..................... REU-VA3237FFU R98LSi-ASME ......... REU-VA3237FFU-ASME FSAAU4 - ask for FSAAU4SP (single pack) FSRC4 - ask for FSVPK4 Variable Pitch Roof Flashing Kit (includes rain cap FSRC4, storm collar, roof jack, and roof flashing) FSBS4 - ask for FSBS4SP (single pack) FSDVPTB04LH - ask for
FSDVWMT04LH Kit (includes direct vent pass through FSDVPTB04LH, bird screen, exterior and interior mounting plates, appliance adapter, 3 foot flexible aluminum duct with 2 clamps, and adjustable vertical length) * When ordering from Rinnai, ask for these part numbers or kits: Vent Manufacturer Contact Information for Installation Instructions and Parts Lists: Heat-Fab Telephone: 800-772-0739 Fax: 413-863-4803 E-mail: [email protected]at-fab.com Web Site: www.heatfab.com
Rinnai/Ubbink Telephone: 800-621-9419 Fax: 678-829-1666 Web Site: www.rinnai.us Metal-Fab Inc. Telephone: 800-835-2830 316-943-2351 Fax: E-mail: [email protected] Web Site: www.metal-fabinc.com ProTech ProTech Inc. Phone: 800-766-3473 518-463-7284 Fax: 518-463-5271 Email: Electronic Mail Protected website: www.protechinfo.com-Flex Phone: 800-654-5600 Fax: 888-889-355 9 Email: website, Protected by email: www.novaflex.com Page 268 VB Series Indoor LS
Recommended Temperatures : Kitchen 120 oF (49o C) - Shower 98 - 110 oF (37 - 43 oC) - Bath Fill 102 - 110 oF (39 - 43oC) These temperatures are only suggestions. Temperatures below 98o F (37o C) can be obtained in a tap by mixing with cold water. To change the temperature scale from Celsius to Fahrenheit or vice versa, press and hold the On/Off button for 5 seconds while the water heater is off. The temperature settings without a temperature controller Set the default
temperature for this device, installed without a temperature controller, is 120o F (49o C). If desired, the temperature option can be changed to 140o F (60o C) by adjusting the switch. In the sw1 jar of 8 switches, set the switch 5 to ON to get the water temperature installation 140o F. Set the switch 5 to OFF (default) to obtain a water temperature parameter of 120o F. If the temperature controller is installed, the switch 5 does not affect the temperature parameters. WARNING DO NOT set
up other switches unless specifically specified to do so. Installation of Sound Volume (Voice Prompt) BC-100V Click Sound Vol. to adjust the volume of the voice hint. The default volume is set to medium. Each subsequent push of the button passes through the volume levels in order below. MC-100V Click Feature to adjust the volume of voice cues. The default volume is set to medium. Each subsequent ▲ or button passes through the volume levels in order below. Average Volume
(Default) High Volume Off Volume (Beep) Off Sound (without beep) Low volume MCC-91 controller is only for commercial and hydronal applications. If the MCC-91 controller is used in the living room for the use of hydronics, it is also necessary to install a mixing valve to limit the temperature of hot water in drinking water to a safe temperature. Water temperature over 125o F (52o C) can cause severe burns or burns. Check with the water temperature warning. Rinnay is in no way liable
for damage caused by such improper or misuse. - McC-91 temperature controller These parameters require an MCC-91 controller. When the MCC-91 controller is connected, these higher temperatures are available on all controller models in the system. Using the MCC-91 controller in an apartment building will reduce warranty coverage to warranty. Re-setting the maximum temperature RL75 and RL94) RL75 and RL94 have a maximum default temperature of 120o F (49o C) and the
possibility of increasing the maximum temperature to 140 oF (60 oC). oC). settings from 125-140 oF (52-60 oC) are available when installing the 6 ON switch in the SW1 bank of 8 switches. Setting up temperature controller Switch No.FOF857643ON12Switch No.FOF857643ON12Maxim Temperature 120o F (49o C) 140 oF (60 oC) oC)
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